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B. FORSTNER: SEMANTIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN MOBILE PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKS

I. Preliminaries and Objectives
The problem of information retrieval has been one of the most serious challenges in
the history of information technology. With the growing number of networked computers it
becomes more and more difficult to find a specific document or other information or resource.
One solution for this problem is the separation of the roles of the computers (for example the
client-server architecture), where the storage of the documents or their indices is located on
dedicated computers with rather huge resources. However, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) information
retrieval systems also have increasing popularity because of their architectural advantages. A
Peer-to-Peer network is such a fully distributed architecture where each node has the same role.
When talking about information retrieval we should pay special attention to the
mobile telecommunication networks. Since the computing resources and the increased usability
of the smartphones make these devices with increased proliferation a good platform for
representing different kinds of information, we found it important to involve them into the P2P
information retrieval world. Mobile communication costs (in terms of money, bandwidth or
battery capacity) are even higher than that of wired communication, therefore, it is more
important to use effective P2P protocols in their case. A P2P protocol designed for mobile
systems should also suit an important specialty of that environment, namely, they should
tolerate the strong transient characteristics of these P2P clients: because of economic
considerations and the limited connectivity of such devices, they do not spend much time
connected to the network. The connectivity of these devices is limited, because of the network
coverage and the limited battery capabilities. [56], [57]. Mobil P2P systems have other
properties that should be taken into account when designing protocols for them.
While the server computers in the case of client-server architecture should have
rather great amount of resources (for example storage space or network bandwidth), the nodes
in distributed networks can participate in storage and request serving with significantly lower
resources. Most P2P protocols suffer from scalability issues: with the growth of the number of
nodes the amount of required network traffic (or other resources) also increases notably to
achieve reasonable hit rate. The efforts dealing with this issue can be classified between two
significantly different approaches: they can be structured or unstructured. The structured P2P
protocols (for example [39], [40], [41], [58]) specify strict rules for the location of documents
to be stored, or define to which other peers a node can connect. Although these networks have
usually good scalability properties, and their performance can be estimated quite accurately,
they become disadvantageous in networks with strong transient character: they can handle the
frequent changes in the network population with difficulties at great resource expenses. The
second approach examines unstructured networks such as the basic Gnutella protocol [42]. In
that case there is no rule for the location of the documents to store, and the connections of the
nodes are controlled by few simple rules. For that reason, these systems have limited protocol
overhead and can tolerate when nodes frequently enter and leave the network.
The advantages of the two approaches can be combined with semantic layers. The
semantic protocols are based on a phenomenon that can be observed during the everyday life.
In the real life people's human relations are not random as in a standard decentralized P2P
network. These relations are organized along common interests as similar job, hobby, taste, and
other characteristics. We use the wording "fields of interest" to describe this kind of categories
later. From these fields of interests, it follows that these people constitute some kind of groups
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and the communication on the organizing topic is more frequent inside these groups than with
the rest of people [43].
Most of the semantic solutions that try to increase the hit rate on reasonable traffic
with overlay networks, or SONs (Semantic Overlay Networks), are built on the existing
networks, both structured or unstructured. The greater part of the advantages of the
unstructured approach (such as the tolerance of very transient presence) can still be applied
with the SONs. However, the comprehensive examination of the semantic layer and its effects
on these systems has only slight focus from researchers.
The performance analysis of the different protocols can be done most practically by
analytical models. However, we face difficulties when regarding the SON's, because the
models describing standard unstructured networks are not convenient for considering the
special parameters of these protocols. For example, the model of [44] deals with the low level
metrics describing the quality of the network, but it cannot be used to examine high-level
metrics such as the average answer ratio or the quantity of generated network traffic. Although
[45] studies P2P networks with different architectures, this model can be used only in extreme
cases to describe semantic network layers. The solution presented [46] examines the effect of
clustering in the query-propagation graph to the network traffic, but the depth of the analysis is
not sufficient enough for our goals. Similarly, the work in [47] is dealing with the network
traffic only. Thus my goal was to construct a model which enables calculating the theoretical
maximum hit rate based on the patterns of behavior observed at P2P networks with semantic
layers, and to discover the parameters required by the nodes to make local decisions in order to
maximize the hit rate in a semantic network.
At unstructured P2P protocols, each node should know the number and location in
the network of the distinct documents in each topic in order to construct the optimal semantic
layer. This is not the case for different reasons; the most important ones are the transient
characteristic of the nodes and the intolerable amount of required network traffic. Therefore,
the efficient solution should follow a strategy where the nodes discover the relevant parameters
with local observations and decisions.
In my research, I examined different proposals regarding the protocols with certain
semantic layers (the most important ones are [48], [49], [50], [51]). I paid special attention
measuring how they approach the theoretical maximum of the hit rate, or fulfill the
requirements of mobile environments. I found that these examined algorithms were not
efficient enough, or had too many prerequisites that cannot be fulfilled in the intended context.
The efficiency of the protocols highly depends on the accuracy they use the network
parameters learned from the model. Therefore, I had to look for a solution that is built on
unstructured networks, can be used in mobile context in flexible manner, and approaches the
theoretical hit rate. The examined solutions deal with the very common case when the users (or
nodes of the network) are searching for documents in the P2P network that can be
unequivocally identified, for example, by knowing the document or song title, file name.
Therefore, these works differ significantly from the protocols that help looking up relevant
resources by some other kind of structured metadata.
The wide applicability of an advanced mobile solution needs to enable the use of
different metadata schemes and base protocols. Beside well designed software architecture it
needs the efficient implementation of a resource-aware protocol and algorithm. Although there
is demand for such a fully distributed information sharing system with these properties [52],
such applications barely can be found.
Concluding the open issues, I have the following problems to investigate:
•
What are the most important characteristics of mobile P2P networks that should be
taken into account when designing semantic overlay networks for them?
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•
•
•

•
•

Which parameters are required to enable the nodes to make local decisions to
maximize hit rate, or decrease network traffic, in a given semantic context?
What recall (query hit ratio) can be achieved theoretically with the described kinds
of semantic extensions?
What is an appropriate algorithm and protocol that can be used with devices with
low storing and computing resources? What is the best way to construct and
maintain the necessary semantic information for them?
How can a good topology be shaped for an unstructured and fully decentralized
overlay network?
How can an efficient mobile software architecture be constructed that enables the
quick incorporation of different semantic information into the peer-to-peer
information retrieval world?

II. Methodological Summary
The method of my research was determined by the listed objectives. I used
probability theoretical methods to give a closed mathematical model to determine the
answering probability of the network. The model calculates the expectable hit rate based on the
parameters relevant from the aspect of the given query. The parameters are set according to
typical network extents and user activities. During the construction of the model, my primary
objective was to take the special aspects of the semantic overlay network (such as the
clustering in the query propagation graph or the limited searching space) into account. A
further objective was to be able to identify the parameters required to shape the optimal
semantic layer.
I elaborated a method based on Bayesian inference to approximate the parameters
that require global information on the network. My method approximates the hit rate
expectable through the different connections for the different fields of interest based on the
observations of the individual nodes. The a priori information is provided by the members of
the network.
I verified my model and the performance of the SemPeer protocol with a network
simulator [13]. The GXS is a simulation tool that is a result of a research project performed by
our department together with the Nokia Research Center. This tool is capable of simulating
networks with generic P2P protocols and to collect static and dynamic data. I designed and
implemented a module for the GXS that realizes my SemPeer protocol extension. With the
extension I was able to analyze the dynamic behavior of the protocol, and I also compared the
simulated results to the theoretical maximum hit rate predicted by the model. The simulator
requires the same input parameters as the model. To determine the parameters, I have designed
and implemented a crawling client, which collected usage statistics from ten thousands of
users.
To validate the results of the model, I used the Gnutella for reference protocol, as it
is done by the most of the researches in this field [42]. My decision is justified by the relatively
small protocol overhead, the number of accessible reference measurements and the analytical
models available for the protocol. In case of the semantic protocols I performed simulations to
validate the model. Based on the results I improved the model and then validated it again.
My research involved also practical results. The Symella software package,
designed with software engineering methods, is applied in mobile environment with wireless
technology, in order to exploit the advantages of my research [53]. For the further reuse of my
software, I used design patterns. The source code of the application, which is available as an
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open source project on the Internet, is downloaded tens of thousand times. I used the
Performance Investigator software package, which was designed for Symbian OS, to measure
the hardware and resource requirements (CPU load, memory- and energy needs) of the
application. I performed the measurements 14 times per each handset with typical user
sessions. I normalized the results by calculating the average of the measurements, omitting the
2-2 extreme values.

III. Novel Scientific Results
The novel results are divided into four theses. The theses show how an efficient
distributed information retrieval system can be constructed that takes the characteristics of the
mobile environment into account. The most important characteristics are the limited energy-,
computing power- and memory capacity of the mobile devices, the cost of communication in
money, energy and bandwidth, and the transient behavior of the users, which derives from the
previous aspects. In my research I also took the distributedness and scalability of the protocol
and the autonomy of the peers into account.
While developing the new protocol it was important to find out the hit rate that we
can expect by transforming the network based on semantic data. Therefore, I give an analytical
model in Thesis I., which calculates the average probability that a query gets answered by any
node, based on the parameters characterizing the nodes and the network, without running any
simulations. To let the model deal with the high clusteredness caused by the SemPeer protocol,
I introduce a new measure, the modified clustering coefficient. In the first thesis, I show how a
protocol can decrease the number of processing the redundant queries caused by clustering, and
how can it maximize the number of nodes reached by a query.
From the model we can deduce such global parameters, the local availability of
which are required to maximize the performance of the semantic layer. Since obtaining the
value of such global parameters in a transient network is a complex and resource-consuming
task, I rather give the semantic profiles in Thesis II. I use a local, Bayesian inference-based
algorithm to keep the profiles up-to-date. I prove that my algorithm approximates the unknown
parameters with low variance.
Thesis III presents the SemPeer protocol and algorithm. I prove that, in order to
achieve the optimal hit rate in the semantic layer, my solution transforms the network in such
way that the answering probability increases. I also give a topology to the overlay network that
is free of clusteredness. I give algorithm to construct the topology, and I prove that it eliminates
the counterproductive edges.
I designed a concrete software package and an implementation of the protocolextension to illustrate my results. In Thesis IV, I show the low resource requirements of my
implementation, focusing on the size of the messages, the CPU- and memory needs and the
power consumption.
Thesis I. Modeling unstructured peer-to-peer networks with semantic overlay
network
Related publications: [5], [7], [18], [30] , [36]
I have given an analytic model for clustered P2P information retrieval systems
with semantic overlay networks. I have introduced the modified clustering coefficient to
describe the clusteredness of the query propagation graph numerically. I have given the
relaxed IdealSON P2P protocol to determine the achievable hit rate in static networks. I
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have proven that my analytic model can give the answering probability for unstructured P2P
protocols with semantic overlay network, with different user behavior patterns. I have shown
which global parameters are required locally to construct the optimal topology. I have shown
how a node can increase the performance of the semantic layer based on local information.
In this thesis, I give a theoretical basis of calculating the answering probability of
unstructured Peer-to-Peer networks with semantic overlay networks in different circumstances.
I examine the achievable performance gain with usage patterns of increasing complexity. This
increasing complexity is owed to the appearance of semantic links, the multiplicity of fields of
interest per user, and the variety of topics stored by the nodes. I needed the modified clustering
coefficient to numerically characterize the global effect of the clusteredness caused by the local
decisions of the nodes.
1.1 Definition (Query propagation graph): A directed simple graph representing the nodes and
links that are affected by a query issued from a certain node. The query propagation graph for
the node v is denoted as Gv.
1.2 Definition (Query propagation tree): The directed tree that spans the query propagation
graph. The query propagation tree for the node v is denoted as G’v.
In my thesis, I have introduced a new concept, the modified clustering coefficient,
which goal is to characterize the clustering in the query propagation graph, and to help
comparing different P2P protocols. In a query propagation graph, the clustering is caused by
the counterproductive edges, through which a query message can return to an already visited
node.
1.3 Definition (Counterproductive edges): Edges in the query propagation graph that point to
vertices that can be reached through an alternative path from the initiating vertex. The
alternative path is not longer than the path that contains the counterproductive edge. The set of
counterproductive edges in a given query propagation graph is denoted with Er.
1.4 Definition (Classification of counterproductive edges): We can differentiate between the
three following kinds of counterproductive links.
a. backward edges: links backwards in the propagation graph. In this case a node
forwards a message back to a node that already propagated it in an earlier time.
b. sibling edges: links between the nodes on the same level. These cause that node A
forwards a query to node B which received the query after the same number of hops
(hop number) than node A did.
c. skew edges: link to neighbors of a sibling node. In that case a node receives the same
query with the same hop number from different nodes.
The clustering coefficient introduced by Watts and Strogatz [55] characterizes the
connectedness of the neighbors of a given node with a value between 0 and 1. The modified
clustering coefficient, introduced by me, is a value that matches the following criteria.
1.5 Definition (Properties of the modified clustering coefficient (Cmod)): A clustering
coefficient Cmod is satisfactory to describe a clustered query-propagation graph if it has the
following properties:
a. Cmod ∈ [0,1]
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b. G' = G ∪ e i \ e j , e i ∈ {E r }, e j ∉{E r } ⇔ C mod, G ≤ C mod, G'
c. Cmod=0 if the subgraph of the nodes reached by a query constitute a tree.
I have given the following definitions for modified clustering coefficients.
1.6 Definition (The Cmod1 modified clustering coefficient): For a node in the network, we
calculate the Cmod1,r value for node r as follows.

C mod1,r =

{E }
*
r

 m  m −1 n
 TTL −1 m m +1
m
∑
 k  ∑ k + k − 1  + ∑ k ( k − k )
m =1 
 n =0
 m =1

TTL

.

(1)

( )

Cmod1 is calculated from the average Cmod1,r values of the individual nodes.
1.1 Subthesis: I have proven that for the Peer-to-Peer protocols where nodes with a nodal
degree of k forward messages with a given Time-to-Live TTL value in the query propagation
graph, Cmod1 is a valid clustering coefficient.
During the model construction it was of used to introduce a modified clustering
coefficient the value of which is derivable from the number of nodes reached by a query
message.
1.6 Definition (The Cmod2 modified clustering coefficient): For a node r in the network, we
calculate the Cmod2,r value as the root of the following equation in interval [0, 1]:
TTL

i
Eq = ∑ [(1 − Cmod 2, r )k ] ,

(2)

i =1

where Eq stands for the number of reached nodes by a query.
1.2 Subthesis: I have proven that for the Peer-to-Peer protocols where nodes with a nodal
degree of k forward messages with a given Time-to-Live TTL value in the query propagation
graph, Cmod2 is a valid clustering coefficient.
I have defined a relaxed problem for semantic information retrieval in mobile P2P networks, in
which, by ignoring some aspects of the real networks, it is easier to achieve the optimal
average hit rate in an easier way. I call the relaxed problem and its protocol the IdealSON.
1.6 Definition (The IdealSON relaxed problem): The IdealSON protocol (or IdealSON
problem) is a semantic layer over an unstructured P2P network that has the following
characteristics:
a. The nodes in the network are fixed: there are no joins and leaves.
b. The documents stored by each node never change.
c.
The connections of the nodes are fixed.
d. The semantic connections of the nodes point to nodes with similar fields of interest.
e.
The graph components formed by the nodes with similar interest are coherent.
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In case of the IdealSON protocol the aim of the nodes is to maximize the number of
distinct documents achievable through a given semantic connection, in the given topic. Being
the network static implies that this maximization of the number of documents results in the
highest achievable recall value with unstructured, message flooding protocol, with a given
classification of the topics. Therefore, the IdealSON is the steady state of the network that is to
be achieved by the real network with the help of the protocol extension.
I designed the analytical model to be able to describe nodes both with single or
multiple fields of interest. To achieve this goal I had to separate the hit rate in case of off-topic
questions and queries for documents in the field of interest of the initiating node. The analytical
SON model is produced by combining these 2 cases. In case of a query for a relevant (that is,
not off-topic) document, the hit rate can be approximated with higher precision in the semantic
layer than in the random links of the base network. Therefore, it is important to forecast the
probability of finding a node with the required field of interest in a level of the query
propagation tree. Before giving a proposition for this reason, I explain the used notation.
Let Pi stand for the probability that a node on the level i of the propagation tree has
the same topic as the originator node. To be able to approximate this value, we introduce
PSemLink, which denotes the probability that an outlink points to a node with similar topic.
PSameTopic is the probability that a random (off-topic) connection points to a node with the same
field of interest as the originator.
1.3 Subthesis: I have shown that the probability of finding such a node on the level i of the
query propagation tree that can be characterized with the same topic as the query q can be
calculated as follows.

Pi = Pi−1PSemLink, q + Pi−1PSemLink,q PSameTopic, q +

(3)

+ Pi−1PSemLink, q PSameTopic,q = Pi−1PSemLink, q + Pi−1PSemLink,q PSameTopic, q
The value of P0 is 1 if the topic of the resulting document can be characterized with any of the
fields of interest of the initiating node, otherwise P0 equals 0.
Let t stand for the number of different fields of interest (topics) in the system. In
case of the following subthesis I suppose that these topics occur with uniform distribution in
the network. Based on Subthesis 1.3, I have proven the following.
1.4 Subthesis: I have shown that in a network that can be characterized with t topics, if a query
is initiated for a document that can be described with the field of interest of the initiator node,
the following formula holds for the average hit rate:


1 

≤ 1 − ∏ 1 −
Dt 
i =1 
TTL

Psuccess ,topic

Dn Pdoc , offtopic Pi [(1− C ) k ]i

1

* ∏ 1 − 
D
i =1 
TTL

Dn Pdocument , offtopic Pi ((1−C ) k ) i

,

(4)

where Dt is the number of different documents in the topic, Dn is a random variable
characterizing the distinct documents stored by the node, and D is the total number of
documents in the system.
In case of queries for off-topic documents the following statement holds:
1.5 Subthesis: I have shown that if a query is initiated for an off-topic document by a node, the
following formula holds for the average hit rate:
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TTL
1

Psuccess,offtopic ≤ 1 − ∏ 1 − 
D

i =1 

Dn P i ((1−C ) k ) i

TTL
1

* ∏ 1 − 
D

i =1 

Dn Pdocument , offtopic Pi ((1−C ) k ) i

,

(5)

where Dn is a random variable characterizing the distinct documents stored by the node, and D
is the total number of documents in the system.
Based on Subthesiss 1.1-1.5, I have proven the following statement for the average
hit rate in an IdealSON system.
1.6 Subthesis: I have shown that if the pattern of the issued queries is known, and the nodes
contain off-topic documents with Pdoc,offtopic, the following formula holds:
(6)
Psuccess , IdealSON = Pissued ,topic Psuccess ,topic + Pissued ,offtopic Psuccess ,offtopic .
I have also shown the most suitable strategy to achieve the highest hit rate based on the locally
available data.
1.7 Subthesis: I have proven that in absence of knowledge on the total number of documents
in a given topic, the recall in the semantic layer can be increased by replacing a connection
with another one that provides more distinct documents in its propagation graph, supposing
that we can get more relevant documents through the new connection that the other
connections cannot deliver:
C1 ∪...∪C j ∪...∪Ck
C1 ∪...∪Cl ∪...∪Ck
(7)
Psuccess
≤ Psuccess
, ∀i, j : DtCl ≤ DtCj .
,t
,t
The detailed results of the first thesis can be found in Chapter 4 of my thesis book.
Thesis II. Semantic profiles to characterize the users and query propagation
graphs by observations
Related publications: [3], [9], [10], [17], [31], [32]
I have proposed four different profiles to represent and maintain the probability
of occurrence of concepts stored in taxonomies. I have elaborated a methodology based on
Bayesian process to approximate the probabilities characterizing the fields of interest of the
individual users based on local observations. About the profiles I have shown that the
expected value of the probabilities calculated by my method has low variance and low
computing requirements. I have also given a method based on local observations that
approximates and maintains the random variables that characterize the probability of a hit
rate in different topics through the query propagation trees.
Thesis I showed us the parameters required to maximize the number of replies for
the queries in an ideal environment. To produce such parameters that are not accessible for a
node locally, I have introduced four semantic profiles. In practice and during the simulations I
used the music genre tag of the MP3 music files or the commonly used WordNet taxonomy
[54] for English words as semantic data. The nodes of the profiles are the synsets:
2.1 Definition (Synset): A set of one or more concepts that are synonyms.
2.2 Definition (Semantic profile): The semantic profile is a weighted taxonomy tree, where the
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nodes represent the different synsets describing the stored documents, along with the number
of occurrence of the given synset (Dt*).
The probability of the occurrence of the topics that describe the shared documents
of a node can be read out from the semantic profile. I have shown that if we suppose that the
stored documents characterize the fields of interest of the user, then his semantic profile
describes these fields of interest on a specific generalization level as accurate as the extracted
concepts cover the content of the documents. I use the semantic profile later as a priori
information for describing the fields of interest of the user.
The connection profile is used by the nodes to characterize their individual
connections.
2.3 Definition (Connection profile). The connection profile is a weighted taxonomy, where,
along with the concepts, the expectable hit rate of a query for a document that can be described
with the given concept t through the given connection C is stored. This probability is denoted
with PtC. The maximum number of distinct documents in that topic that can be reached through
the given connection is also stored (DtC).
I have shown how a connection profile can be maintained with local observations.
2.1 Subthesis: I have proven the following statement. Let α be the number of cases when the
connection C gave results for a query for a document in the topic t, and β be the number of
observations when it did not. In that case PtC is a random variable with beta distribution that
represents the belief of a node that connection C gives positive answers in context t, therefore
the random variable's expectable hit rate in the topic t through the connection C can be
calculated as

E( Pt C ) =

α

,

(8)

α+β

with the following variance:

Var ( Pt C ) =

αβ

.

(9)

(α + β ) 2 (α + β + 1)

The importance of this subthesis is that it requires a relatively low number of observations to
obtain the expected value of PtC with small variance for each topic and connection. In order to
enable the nodes to compare the value of an existing connection to a new one, and to enable the
fast convergence of the random variables in the connection profile to the value of PtC, I
introduced the reply profile.
2.4 Definition (Reply profile): The reply profile for a node c is a taxonomy where, along with
each synset t, the maximum number of known documents in that topic and the estimation of the
recall value from node c are represented. This probability is denoted with Rt, or, when it is
important to define the corresponding node, it is denoted as Rtc.
The aim of the reply profile is to help in gathering information on the expectable hit
rate through the query propagation graph of a non-neighbor node in the different topics. The
reply profiles are initialized by the connection profiles, and their applicability in transient
environment is proven in the following subthesis.
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2.2 Subthesis: I have proven that if the used protocol ensures that a node maintains the number
of semantic connections in a specific topic by supplementing a leaving neighbor by a node with
similar field of interest, the connection profile maintains the semantic knowledge of the nodes
in the query propagation graph by observing only the standard P2P messages, without
additional network traffic.
The following statement ensures the satisfaction of the condition of the proposition.
2.3 Subthesis: I have shown that the value of Rtc equals with the minimum hit rate achievable
through the given connection: Psuccess,t ≥ Rtc.
Finally, in order to describe the fields of interest of a given user, I introduced the query profile.
2.5 Definition (Query profile). The query profile of a node is a weighted taxonomy where,
along with the synsets, a probability is stored which value represents that a query issued by the
given node is pointed for a document that can be described by the synset t. This probability is
denoted as Qt.
2.4 Subthesis: I have proven the following statement. Let Qt be a random variable,
representing the belief that a query issued by the given node is pointed for a document that can
be described by the synset t. If, by observing the replies to the queries issued by the node, we
obtain that α times the query was pointed to a document with the topic t and β times to
documents with other topics, then Qt will be a variable with beta distribution, therefore, its
expected value can be calculated as

E(Qt ) =

α

,

(10)

α +β

with the following variance:

Var (Qt ) =

αβ

.

(11)

(α + β ) 2 (α + β + 1)

Due to the updates based on the observations, the query and connection profiles
track the changes in the fields of interests of the user or the neighbors. However, because of the
short connected period of the users, it is important that the more recent data have greater
weight when calculating the value of the variables. Therefore, I introduced an f fading factor,
which is a floating point number from the interval [0,1]. With the help of this factor I modified
the update method of the profiles as follows.
(Qj)’ = Beta(fαj+1, fβj), ∀ j : j ϵ {t ∪ hypernyms(t) }
(Qi)’ = Beta(fαi, fβi+1), ∀ i : i ϵ {t ∪ hypernyms(t) }
The symbol hypernyms(t) stands for the set of synsets that are hypernyms of the topic t.
The detailed results of the second thesis can be found in Chapter 5 of my thesis.
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Thesis III. Semantic Peer-to-Peer Information Retrieval Protocol and Algorithm
Related publications: [6], [12], [13], [14], [16], [20], [25], [27]
I have given algorithms and protocol extensions to support semantic information
retrieval in mobile environment, and I have proven that my solution approaches the
performance achieved by the IdealSON protocol. I have given the Disjoint Rings topology
and I have given a distributed algorithm to shape that topology. I have shown that this
topology is free of counterproductive edges. I have provided measurements that prove that
the highest hit rate can be achieved by proper combination of semantic and random links as
described in Thesis I. I have proven by measurements that the performance of my protocol
cannot be influenced significantly by the transient behavior of mobile peers. I have shown
that decrease in the network traffic can be achieved with my protocol extension.
The commonly used unstructured Peer-to-Peer protocols and extensions build on the
ad hoc standard Gnutella protocol, or on its five message types. The construction of the
network is performed in a random manner; therefore the queries reach random nodes in the
network. It is reasonable to reorganize the connections of the nodes in such way that the new
neighbors can answer to the query with higher probability. This reorganization can happen in a
simple way based on statistics on messages or on some kind of description of the fields of
interests of the neighboring nodes.
Based on the advantages of different protocol extensions I have elaborated a new
protocol layer that takes the characteristics of the mobile networks into account. Since my
protocol acts as an additional, semantic layer on the basic protocol, it can be implemented in
such a way that the advanced nodes supporting this protocol extension can collaborate
seamlessly with the standard clients that know the basic protocol only.
I have elaborated extensions to unstructured P2P protocols and to the operation of the
participating nodes.
1. When connecting, nodes send their reply profiles to each other. (Definition 2.2)
2. When a query reaches a hit at a non-neighbor node, the reached node attaches its reply
profile to the answer (QueryHit) message.
3. The nodes can indicate the actual abstraction level they use with the taxonomy in their
messages.
The operation of the SemPeer-enabled nodes differs in the following rules from the clients that
support only the basic Gnutella protocol.
1. Each node constructs its semantic profile based on the stored documents as described in
(Definition 2.2). The most relevant keywords should be extracted.
2. Each node maintains its query profile based on the files received for their queries
(Definition 2.5). Based on the query profile the nodes identify one or more important fields
of interest of the user, and reserve a few outgoing link slots for semantic connections for
them. The ratio of the standard links and the semantic links in each topic should be defined
according to their weight in the query profile.
3. Whenever a node receives a query hit through one or more of its connections, it modifies its
connection profiles (Definition 2.3).
4. When a node receives a reply profile from another node as part of a QueryHit message, it
decides whether to insert that node in its connections list, based on Algorithm 3.1.
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5. When the candidate node accepts the connection request, and the number of semantic links
is less than the predefined maximum for the given topic, the new link can be established
without any further considerations. If, however, the maximum number of semantic
connections has already been reached, the new link must replace one of the existing
connections, which has the lowest connection value (that is, the less similar one). In both
situations, the received semantic data should be stored for further comparisons.
According to rule 4, the query profile should be compared to the reply profile of the new node.
I have given the following algorithm to make the comparison.
3.1 Algorithm: SEMPEER_QUERYHIT_HANDLE (Message m)
1 if neighbor(m.IP) OR NOT Topology_Check(m.ip) return;
2 for all identified fields of interest t do
3 NewHitRate = GetHitRate(m.profile, t);
4 if ConnectionCount(t) < MaxConnectionCount(t) OR NewHitRate >
MinHitRate(t) then
5
The node that sent the profile should be notified about the connection request
6 endif
First the algorithm excludes the nodes from the further examination that are already
neighbors or which will violate the topology policy when connected. Then it checks whether
the number of connections in the given topic is less than the predefined maximum, or the new
connection could be of higher value than the existing connections for that topic. In case the
new node suits the criteria, then the originator contacts it with a connection message. With the
help of Subthesis 2.2, I have proven the following statement.
3.1 Subthesis: I have proven that Algorithm 3.1 does not decrease the expectable hit rate in the
given topic (Psuccess,t) for the connecting node.
The protocol should contain parts that ensure the construction of an appropriate
topology of the network. In case of SemPeer protocol we have three expectations of the
topology:
1. The advantages offered by the semantic connections should be utilized.
2. Clustering in the query propagation path should be eliminated.
3. There should not be nodes with special roles to construct the topology. Also, the algorithm
that shapes the topology should not use considerable resources.
I have elaborated the Disjoint Rings topology that matches the above described
criteria.
3.2 Subthesis: I have given the following algorithm to construct the topology, and then I have
proven the following statements in connection with the topology.
3.2 Algorithm: TOPOLOGY_CHECK(IP PeerIP)
1 if PeerIP[4] mod MinLoopSize + 1 = self.ip[4] mod MinLoopSize return true;
2 return false;
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I have proven, that if TTL < MinLoopSize < 256 holds, then the use of Algorithm 3.2 ensures
the followings:
i. the number of backward links is zero,
ii. number of sibling links is zero,
iii. and the maximum number of skew links equals n*(k(TTL−1) − 1).
Furthermore, I have proven that if the nodes apply Algorithm 3.2 and they recognize and drop
incoming connections that send duplicate queries, then the clustering in the propagation path
will be eliminated. As a corollary, I have shown that the Clustering Coefficient of Watts and
Strogatz [55] equals zero in a network with Disjoint Rings topology.
I have made measurements with the simulating environment described in [13] on the
performance of the network using the SemPeer protocol and Disjoint Rings topology to
determine the increase in performance. Furthermore, I compared the hit rates of the SemPeer to
those of IdealSON protocols, using the analytic model with the parameters of the simulator.
The results of the analysis and the measurements can be concluded as follows.
3.3 Subthesis: I have proven by measurements the increase in performance with the
application of my SemPeer protocol extension and Disjoint Rings topology. Specifically, I
have shown the following.
I have proven by measurements that in case of rare topics and nodes having a specific field of
interest the SemPeer protocol extension ensures better hit rate than protocols without using
semantic knowledge.
I have also proven by measurements that the semantic layer has poor performance with the offtopic queries. This implies the usage of the standard, random links and the semantic links in the
appropriate ratio. This results in significantly better performance in case of using the SemPeer
protocol over the use of other unstructured ones.
I have also proven by measurements that my Disjoint Rings topology in fact eliminates the
counterproductive edges in the query propagation graph. I have shown that, without applying
my topology, the performance of the network decreases quickly because of the search space
getting narrower.
With the comparison of the results of the analytic model and the simulator, I have shown that
the performance of the SemPeer protocol extension approaches that of the network defined by
IdealSON.
I have proven by measurements that the number of network messages required to achieve a
given hit rate is significantly lower when applying the SemPeer protocol. I have shown by
simulations that the relevant document can be reached within fewer hops distance from the
originating node in my semantic overlay network than in the base network layer. The SemPeer
protocol extends the basic protocol messages with a lower amount of data in average than the
other similar semantic protocol extensions.
I have proven by measurements that the transient characteristic of the nodes does not influence
the performance of the SemPeer protocol extension.
The detailed results of the third thesis can be found in Chapter 6 of my thesis book.

Thesis IV. The properties of the implementation of the results
Related publications: [1], [4], [8], [9], [10], [21], [22], [23] [24], [26], [28]
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I have contributed a specific implementation of my protocol as a generic Gnutella
extension about which I have shown that it generates small overhead. I have designed and
implemented a modular software package for my extension, which can be used with different
base protocols and which is independent from the used taxonomy. I have shown that the
implementation of the SemPeer protocol extension has small memory and computing
requirements. I have also shown that the implementation does not require significant extra
power from the mobile device.
The P2P protocols for mobile environments have such characteristics that depend
not only from the used algorithm but from the appropriate implementation. Namely, besides
keeping the number of network messages low, the size of the individual messages is also an
important aspect. When talking about protocol extensions that, based on theoretical
calculations, have low computing resource and memory requirements, it should be examined
whether a general implementation can be given that utilizes the resources (CPU, memory,
battery power) of the concrete devices well.
Keeping these aspects in mind I have designed and implemented a software package
for the most popular unstructured P2P protocol, the Gnutella [42], which package is still the
most popular Gnutella implementation for the Symbian OS smartphone platform. We made
this implementation, the Symella, publicly available as an open source project. The more than
50.000 active user of Symella makes it possible to conduct further measurements on the
behavior of mobile P2P users.
In the software package, the code parts for the user interface and business logic are
clearly separated, enabling simple porting of the application to different software platforms. At
the time of writing, my solution is implemented for the S60 and Series80 platforms.
The business logic implementing the semantic layer is also separated from the code
of the base protocol. This makes it possible to replace the Gnutella protocol with another
extendible basic P2P protocol. Furthermore, the business logic of the SemPeer extension is
also separated from the software modules dealing with the concept taxonomy and metadata
extraction.
I have implemented the protocol extension with the standard General Gnutella
Protocol Extension (GGEP).
4.1 Subthesis: I have proven by measurements that the protocol extension causes less than 2
percent increase in power needs on average smartphone devices (Nokia N80 and N95)
compared to the basic Gnutella client, with typical user behavior. Increase in the computing
power requirements can hardly be detected.
4.2 Subthesis: I have shown that, in case of Ping and Query messages, my extension increases
the message size by a constant 11 bytes. In case of the reply messages (Pong, QueryHit) the
increase in bytes can be calculated as
(14)
11 + l + N t * ( t + D + R ) ,
where l is the abstraction level used by the node, Nt is the number of fields of interest sent with
the message, t is the identifier of a given topic, D and R are the number of documents and the
probability value as defined by the reply profile. In this calculation, only the size of the
message elements is important, which is denoted with the operator | | .
I have shown that the memory requirement of my implementation depends on the used
taxonomy, and my package fits very well to the memory size of the smartphones. Specifically,
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I have shown that the utilization of the taxonomy of music genres requires 1.138 bytes, and the
utilization of the WordNet taxonomy requires 162.608 bytes of memory from the device.
The detailed results of the fourth thesis can be found in Chapter 7 of my thesis book.

IV. Application of the Novel Scientific Results
From the results in my theses, it can be seen that they are built on each other,
making it possible to design a concrete implementation. However, the results of the individual
theses can be applied at different problems from the area of information retrieval. My analytic
model can be used to compare the performance of different distributed protocols, or to predict
their performance without performing simulations. The model can be applied also when
optimizing or instrumenting such systems, for example, to find the optimal parameters for a
system with a given minimal hit rate or maximum number of network messages.
The profiles presented in Thesis II are applicable in such type of problems where
users should be modeled with combined content-based and collaborating learning methods.
User modeling, besides the information retrieval, is the basis of content recommendation
systems because they enable to compare the interests of a single user to whole groups of users
efficiently, together with the capability to describe a new user with initial profile. Another very
important practical result is the ability of quickly constructing social networks, that is,
identifying groups of users in a given set of users that match according to given classifying
properties.
The protocol presented in Thesis III is one of the most important results of my
work, since it forms the basis of distributed information retrieval in mobile environment.
Besides the concrete implementation, my results give means to the efficient organization of
topology construction on social networks.
The Symella software package presented in Thesis IV is a proof of the practical
applicability of my results. The package has been downloaded more than fifty thousand times
since its publication and, according to the statistics and feedbacks, most of the users regularly
use it. Imre Kelényi and Gergely Csúcs helped me a lot in the implementation of the results;
therefore, they are my co-authors in many of the articles about the software package.
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